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Introduction

iEEE standards establish an authoritative common language that defines quality and sets technical criteria.

By guaranteeing consistency and conformity through open consensus, IELE standards add value to prod-
ucts, facilitate trade. drive markets, and ensure safety. That’s why leading companies. organizations. and
industries around the globe rely on them.

Critical components of this common language are the terms and definitions that are at the foundation of
the vast body of IEEE standards. In the past decade alone. hundreds of terms—describing the latest tools.
techniques. and best practices—have been added to the lexicon of IEEE standards.

In this newly updated riiizz‘lzril'imrive Dir‘tionm'y ofIEEE Standards Terms, professional experts and stu—

dents alike wiil gain an in—depth understanding and appreciation for the breadth of coverage of IFEE
standards terms and definitions not found in any other single source.

The seventh edition of IEEE 100 has been revised to include nearly 35 000 technical terms and definitions
from over 800 standards—covering areas such as power and energy, communications, information tecl1<
nology, and transportation systems. In addition to an extensive list of widely used acronyms and abbre-
viations, this new edition also contains detailed abstracts of each term’s associated standardts). What‘s

more, all definitions are augmented by a combination of indispensable information, including:

Preferred and popular usage of each term
Variations in meanings among different technical specialties
Cross—indexing to related works0096
Key explanatory notes for further term clarification

In preparing this latest edition of the Dictionary. we realized that the standards community desired more
than just a compilation of IEEE standardized terms and definitions. They needed an authoritative resource
created by the organization that develops and produces the standards from which the terms and definitions
are derived—the IEEE. In addition, we determined the Dictionary needed to be not only user friendly,
but also rich in information. In other words, it needed to be the A urizorituz‘iw Dictionary (if/EEE Standards
Tcrms.

Susan K. Tatiner

Director. IEEE Standards Publishing Programs

IEEE Standards Project Editors for the seventh edition:
Kim Breitfelder

Don Messina

Additional assistance was provided by the IEEE Standards editorial staff.
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